2009 f150 harley davidson

Auto Kingdom is the premier dealership location for the best deals on used cars in the
Charlotte, North Carolina area. Family owned and Operated. We Guarantee best prices in
Town!!! Inventory Listing. Home Ford F Harley Davidson. There are no features available. No
location available. Bi-Weekly Weekly Monthly. Recent Vehicles Browse through our selection of
vehicles that have recently been added to our inventory. Auto Kingdom, LLC. Preferred Contact
Email Phone. Transmission Automatic Manual. Body dents, dings, rust, rot, damage 10 - best 9
8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 - worst. Tires tread wear, mismatched 10 - best 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 - worst. Engine
running condition, burns oil, knocking 10 - best 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 - worst. Glass chips, scratches,
cracks, pitted 10 - best 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 - worst. Exhaust rusted, leaking, noisy 10 - best 9 8 7 6 5
4 3 2 1 - worst. Was it ever a lease or rental return? Yes No. Is the odometer operational and
accurate? Detailed service records available? Does all equipment and accessories work
correctly? Did you buy the vehicle new? Has the vehicle ever been in any accidents? Cost of
repairs? Is there existing damage on the vehicle? Has the vehicle ever had paint work
performed? Is the title designated 'Salvage' or 'Reconstructed'? Any other? Email Phone. This
page is for personal, non-commercial use. We get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads are also how
we keep the garage doors open and the lights on here at Autoblog - and keep our stories free
for you and for everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd be so kind as to allow our site, we
promise to keep bringing you great content. Thanks for that. And thanks for reading Autoblog.
Sam Abuelsamid. Share 0 Comments. Since a redesigned Ford F was introduced to the world
last year, that must mean this year will bring another limited-run Harley-Davidson edition. As
with other recent examples of the co-branded truck, the new F Harley-Davidson Edition is
largely an appearance package, but certainly a striking one. This is the 14th time that Ford has
created a Harley edition pickup with the current series running back to Over the past decade,
some 74, customers have opted for the bike-badged trucks. Aside from the unique
Harley-Davidson visual elements, this model features most of the goodies you can find on the
top-end Platinum edition F This latest edition brings the custom Harley design ethos, such as it
is, to Ford's latest full-size truck. Starting at the front, yet another grille appearance shows up in
the F line with a six-bar billet-style setup. The latter color features tiny glass balls in the paint
that give it even more luster in the sunshine than a conventional metallic paint. Along the
flanks, a red sweep adorns the rocker panels and chrome Harley badging stretches just below
the top edge of the bed. There's more about the Harley F after the jump. The crew cab has ample
space inside for five passengers and the seating surfaces are covered in the same type of
leather used for official Harley biker jackets. The seat bolsters in front also feature the ribbed
leather that you find on shoulders and elbows of those jackets. Inspired by Bentley's bragging
about how many cows it takes to line the interiors of its cars with leather, Ford's Mark Fields
joked, "It takes the jackets of 12 Harley Riders," for one F The cover of the center console bin is
also emblazoned with an enormous Harley-Davidson badge and the truck's serial number and
VIN. Likewise, the steering wheel is wrapped in a mix of the same red and black leather as the
seats. The center stack, meanwhile, is covered in a matching red rubberized finish of the same
type used on the Fusion Sport. Under the hood, the standard 5. Ford hasn't commented on
pricing yet, but harvesting jackets off the backs of all those bikers surely doesn't come cheap.
Interested buyers will find out closer to this summer when the Ford F Harley-Davidson Edition
goes on sale. This marks the 14th Harley-Davidson edition of an F-Series truck and latest in a
line of Ford Harley-Davidson F-Series models dating back to , which aim to appeal to customers
who appreciate quality and unique details only this kind of collaboration can bring. The truck
will have a lowered appearance because of a fully integrated deployable running board. Also
standard are inch low-profile performance tires â€” the largest in the F-Series lineup â€” and
Euroflange forged wheels with a polished and painted center wheel cap. The paint selection is
classic Harley-Davidson â€” Tuxedo Black and the first Ford application of Lava, a deep maroon
with three-color metal flake. The interior is customized to appeal to the truck buyer who
appreciates the attention to detail for which both Ford and Harley-Davidson are renowned.
That's how we tie it in with custom bikes. It's really high craftsmanship, and people will
recognize it as another connection between the two brands. It is important to the Ford Design
team that the truck remain genuine to enthusiasts of Harley-Davidson, customers who
traditionally are as loyal to their motorcycles as F owners are to their trucks. That's why the
team meets regularly with Harley-Davidson designers and travels to motorcycle events
throughout the year â€” including Daytona Bike Week, Sturgis Motorcycle Rally and
Harley-Davidson dealer meetings â€” to talk to current and potential customers. The team wants
to be sure that when Harley-Davidson owners or enthusiasts need a truck, this is the truck they
choose. The Ford Harley-Davidson F is equipped with a 5. The truck is available with 4x2 or an
optional all-wheel drive, which features settings of 4x2, AWD and 4x4 high, unique to the
Harley-Davidson edition on the F platform. The F is new inside and out. The Ford truck team

adopted a holistic, degree approach to revamping the vehicle â€” from its segment-first features
to the tough new exterior, a more spacious, flexible and refined interior and an unparalleled
choice of cab styles and trim levels. The improvements are just as dramatic beneath the sheet
metal. They include a new high-strength, lighter-weight chassis that delivers even more
horsepower, unsurpassed fuel economy and class-leading towing and payload capacity. Sign in
to post. X Sign in to post Please sign in to leave a comment. View More. Thank You Thanks for
subscribing. Check your in-box to get started. Sign Up More Info. We notice you're using an ad
blocker. Please consider allowing Autoblog. Allow Us! Here's how to disable adblocking on our
site. Click on the icon for your Adblocker in your browser. A drop down menu will appear.
Select the option to run ads for autoblog. The exact text will differ depending on the actual
application you have running. Refresh the Autoblog page you were viewing. Hey again! You still
haven't turned off your adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes a few seconds. You must be
logged in to perform that action. You must have JavaScript enabled to experience the new
Autoblog. Please follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your browser. Please
enter a display name. Cancel Change Name. A majority of all used US imports have either been
in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are
subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from
thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting
stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has
been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid
expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world
to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than
14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources,
including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks
"Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars?
Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better
purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular
blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring
types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage
fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an
impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American
used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car?
CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the service history of a
car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.
This is the latest in a long convoy of Harley-branded trucks and the sole version of the F that
Ford says not to take off-road. The interior gets motorcycle-jacket-inspired seats, a unique
gauge treatment, piano-black trim, and soft plastic accents. As a result of the suspension mods,
it drives pretty darn wellâ€”for a truck, that is. It has an all-around good ride and is comfortable
on the highway, especially considering the 22s. It stays planted and seems less reticent to be
hustled through corners than most other full-size trucks. The 5. But the engine is at least
backed by a throatier exhaust in this application. Still, the truck managed the tasks we threw at
it, including hauling a mattress in the bed and some assorted furniture in the cavernous cabin
with the rear seats folded. As mentioned, the ride is certainly better, but the road-focused
suspension does compromise its payload and towing capacitiesâ€”the bed can handle only
pounds, and your trailer should weigh no more than A similarly equipped four-wheel-drive F
with the 5. Our tester was almost fully optioned, adding an upgraded stereo with navigation, a
sunroof, a trailer-brake controllerâ€”for pounds? That seems like a lot to pay for a truck with
compromised utility, so this F is aimed squarely at buyers looking for presence and relative
poise in their luxury vehicles. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top
Stories. The Best Sedans of Best EVs and Hybrids of Best Pickup Trucks of Best Minivans and
Vans of Best Station Wagons of View Photos. What Is It? How Does It Drive? How Does It Stack
Up? This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help
users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and
similar content at piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From Instrumented
Tests. Refine your search. Automatic 1, Manual 3. Pickup 1, Rear 4wd 2wd 71 Awd Gasoline 1,
Flex Fuel 14 Diesel 2. Hot Rod 19 Street Rod 4. Popular Similar Cars. Ford F Harley-davidson For
Sale 1, results. Refine search. Since I purchased this pickup in I've had no mechanical issues.
Xxxx ford f harley davidsonpre-ownedgray. Google Ads. This is a used toreador red clearcoat

metallic Ford F Harley Davidson with , miles. The engine is mated to Automatic transmission
and has a posi rear with gear ratio. This means the overall length and wheelbase can vary
tremendously, the latter from inches to LineupThree engines are available: The standard engine
for the base-level XL is a 4. This is a used oxford white clearcoat Ford F Harley Davidson with ,
miles. The Super Crew, for example, has up to Power door mirrors. Passenger door bin. MP3
decoder. Power windows. Take pleasure in the quick shifting from the Automatic transmission
paired with this high performance Gas V8 6. Drivers only for this stunning and dynamic Ford F
Harley-Davidson. This Ford F boasts a Gas V8 6. We have a large variety of inventory of over
vehicles in stock! Features Triton SVT 5. Alloy Wheels. Used Ford F Lariat. This car features:
clean carfax. All credit welcome! We have a full service facility and detail on site which enables
us to inspect and detail every vehicle prior to final sale. Taxes not included in advertised price.
New Car Test Drive said it ". Virginia Virginia 3 years at nexttruckonline. Engine; Factory block,
8 bolt steel crank, Manley H- beam rods, Manley premium forged flat top pistons, stock
compression ratio, 9. Interior features include ebony black leather-trimmed captain's chairs with
embossed Harley-Davidson logo, chrome steering column stalks and door release hardware,
and black leather-wrapp. In gleaming monochrome black with distinctive Harley-Davidson
orange pinstriping and 20" styled chrome wheels, the truck thrums its own open-road tune
through slash-cut, chromed exhaust pipes. Site map Contact Us Privacy Policy. Click here to
see our 73 page complete Harley Davidson paint crossover to different paint manufacturers.
This site will update all the time. Piano Black, Black. Complete Harley Paint Crossover. Billard
Red. Arctic White. Billard Teal. Black Denim. Black Hole. Black Jade Met. Black Peace Officer.
Bronze Armour. Charred Crimison. Concord Purple. Deadwood Green. Deadwood Green Denim.
Firefighter Red. Gauntlet Gray Met. Jet Black Met. Midnight Crim
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son. River Rock Denim. Snake Venom. Stone Washed Pearl White. Sunset Orange Sunset
Black. Sunset Orange Sunset Fade Black. Vivid Black. Code: DH. Billard Burgundy. Code: ENZ.
River Rock Gray. Code: ENT. Sand Dune. Code: ELV. Stiletto Red. Code: EOW. Stone Washed
White. Code: EOB. Tahitian Teal. Code: EOX. Zepher Blue. Code: EPB. Code: BRK. Code: QH.
Code: BYM. Wicked Red. Code: EFF. Magnetic Gray. Code: EHU. Billard Blue. Code: EKP.
Barracuda Silver. Code: EKR. Scorched Orange. Code: ELG. Silver Flux. Code: ELI. Billard
White. Code: ELM. Storm Cloud. Code: ELY. Barracuda Silver Denim. Code: ENR. River Rock
Gray Denim. Code: ENV. Code: EOO. Yellow Fuse. Orange Fuse. Lightning Silver. Code: EHY.
Black Stardust. Code: ELZ. Midnight Blue. Code: EMA. Black Sunglo. Code: EPA. Smoky Gray.
Code: ELX. Silver Pine. Code: EOR. Code: ENX. Performance Orange. Code: EOE. Olive Green.
Coach Green. Azure Blue. Police Blue. Fawn Grey. Delft Blue. Brilliant Green. Sunshine Blue.
Lechler Harley Database.

